
Working from home can bring so many opportunities including more time to be active. You could choose to go
for a walk on your lunch break or a run at the end of the day, but have you considered doing some yoga at your
desk?! When we move our bodies we help ease tension, reduce pain and release endorphins that make us feel
happy. Many people believe you need to be wearing tight leggings and own a fancy mat to do yoga, but you
don't! You can do yoga anytime, anywhere and the benefits are profound. The way we link our movement and
breath in yoga helps us tune into our parasympathetic nervous system. This system is the opposite of our "fight or
flight" system and helps us "rest and digest". So, next time you find 5 minutes in between calls, or when you finish
sending all those emails, take a moment to do this simple yoga sequence. You'll be easing any aches and pains,
increasing blood flow, boosting your energy levels, and calming your busy mind. I guarantee you'll be left feeling
uplifted and ready to face the next challenge  - Michelle, founder of Redwood Yoga.

boost your working day with yoga

super seated sequence
Enjoy this yoga sequence in any chair! Remain in each pose for 5-8 breaths and move between

them on the directed inhale/exhale.

 Inhale, Seated Cat. Send the
naval forwards as you raise your

heart and gaze to the sky,
creating an arch in the back.

 Exhale, Seated Cow. Bring your
chin to your chest as your draw
the naval in, rounding the back.
Breathe into the space between

your shoulder blades.

Inhale, sit tall, exhale twist.
Placing the opposing hand on the
knee, twist first one way, then the

other. The rear hand can be
placed behind you on the seat or

outstretched. 

Inhale to prepare, exhale to
Seated Pigeon. In turn, bring

each foot to the opposite thigh
and fold from the hips to feel a

stretch in the glutes.

Inhale into Eagle Arms. With
outstretched arms, cross left over
right above the elbows. Then,

either bring the backs of the hands
together or twist the forearms so
the palms touch. Feel the stretch in
upper back. Repeat with right arm

over left.  

 Inhale into Seated Cow Face.

Raise the right arm to the sky and
bring your left arm to the side.
Bending at the elbows, join the
hands behind you. Use a strap if
needed. Raise your heart centre
and breathe deeply. Repeat on

the other side.

Inhale to centre, exhale to
Seated Side Angle. Raise one

arm to the sky before bending to
the opposing side. Ensure sitting
bones stay grounded. Breathe
into the side of the ribcage.
Repeat on the other side. 

Exhale to Seat Assisted
Downward-facing Dog. Stand a
leg length away from your seat,
feet hip-width apart. Hinge from
hips to place hands on the seat.
Raise tailbone to the sky. Feel a

stretch along the back of the legs.

Note: Always approach any new exercise with care. If you have any underlying medical conditions always seek guidance from
a medical professional before conducting the exercise. Listen to your body. Do not overstretch during any of the poses. If you
feel unwell or dizzy during the sequence, stop and seek help.
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If you enjoyed this sequence and want to find out more about yoga, or maybe join us on
the mat for a full practice, you can find us here...

https://www.facebook.com/groups/militarymumswithmats
https://www.facebook.com/Redwood-Yoga-109391117655339

